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The aim of this study was to analyse the use of touch in the communica ve interac on of dyads 
comprising adults and infants at the end of their first year of life. We examined the extent to 
which touch was involved in communica ve interac ons and how the use of physical contact 
changed with age. We observed whether the physical contact was ini ated by the adult or by 
the infant and how hap c informa on was coordinated with speech. Addi onally, we analysed 
the func on of hap c cues when the physical contact was adult-ini ated vs. infant-ini ated, as 
well as the use of objects in the communica ve interchanges involving hap c cues. We 
longitudinally observed 22 parent-infant dyads in a spontaneous play situa on with toys when 
the infants were 9 and 12 months old. Results showed some form of physical contact during 
13% of the observa on me. There was a tendency for physical contact to decrease with 
infant’s age, but only when it was adult-ini ated. When infants ini ated the contact, it was 
primarily for affec onate purposes. In contrast, adult-ini ated contact served a variety of 
func ons, and was accompanied by infant-directed speech around 75% of the mes. Our results 
revealed that adult-ini ated contact frequently involved the use of objects, meaning that the 
adult touched the infant using a toy or placed the toy on the child's body. Adults tended to use 
of objects symbolically when interac ng with infants, showcasing the object's characteris cs, 
and coordina ng these ac ons with speech. Our findings suggest that physical contact is highly 
coordinated with speech, especially when it involves an object. These results highlight the 
importance of considering hap c cues when studying joint-a en on formats and analysing the 
role of hap c cues in promo ng lexical development and language processing abili es. 

 


